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Abstract—To ensure low latency, service providers are increasingly turning to edge computing, pushing services and resources from the Cloud to the Edge of the network, as close as possible to users. However, since video and image processing applications are particularly computationally intensive, their deployment is typically based on distributed provisioning between the Edge and the Cloud, which can increase the risk of failure when relying on unreliable networks. In this work, we proposed the algorithm RAP-G (Reliability-Aware service Placement with Genetics), which considers the reliability of network links and distributes services between the Cloud and the Edge using a genetic algorithm (GA). We have also developed a new variant of the first-fit algorithm called RF2 (Reliability-Aware First-Fit) that considers reliability within a reasonable time. The performance of the RAP-G algorithm was evaluated and compared with the RF2 algorithm. The experimental results show the importance of considering reliability in service delivery and the superiority of RAP-G.

Index Terms—Edge Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications, Service Orchestration

I. INTRODUCTION

The wide adoption of Cloud Computing and the Internet of Things (IoT) by industries leads to the emergence of the edge computing paradigm due to its advantages. Placing the resources at the user’s edge reduces the end-to-end latency and boosts the local bandwidth utilization allowing better network bandwidth. Processing the video content in the cloud negatively impacts the end-to-end delay and bandwidth due to the tremendous data that should be transferred between the data producer and consumer [1]. To save the bandwidth and reduce the latency further, a new concept named Deep Edge Computing [2] is advised for processing the generated data at the source, allowing fast decision-making. In addition, new lightweight deep learning models have been employed at the deep edge for processing the video content [3]. However, these solutions focus more on reducing the complexity of deep learning techniques.

Deep Edge Computing (DEC) has limited and scarce resource capacity that should be optimally used by placing services according to their requirements and preventing resource overflow. For this reason, smart service orchestration has been widely investigated for placing and relocating services between DEC and the central cloud. Smart service orchestration relies on 5G Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communication (URLLC) and a reliable service placement distributed on different levels: Cloud, Edge, and Deep Edge. In order to enhance the latency and ensure continuity of service in offline mode, we have suggested two efficient solutions for placing the services at DEC to minimize resource consumption and end-to-end latency, and enhance bandwidth utilization and network reliability. In the present work, we aim to propose an efficient and smart service placement solution. To achieve that, we propose a first-fit solution that ensures an optimal service placement regarding nodes requirements (processor and memory) and links requirement (bandwidth and reliability). In addition, we advise a novel genetic service placement technique that considers the reliability in addition to nodes and links requirements. The proposed solutions are designed to enhance the latency and ensure continuity of service in offline mode in DEC. The main contributions of the present work are:

- Design of solutions that minimize the resources consumption and maximize link reliability;
- Enhance the latency and ensure continuity of service in offline mode in deep edge computing;
- Suggest a generic architecture for deep edge computing;
- Propose a novel solution for reliability-aware service placement named RF2 (Reliability-Aware First Fit);
- Develop a new efficient genetic service placement technique, named RAP-G (Reliability-Aware service Placement with Genetic algorithm);
- Concept and Develop RASim (Reliability-Aware Simulator) to evaluate the performances of proposed solutions.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. First, in section II, we discuss related works and present the generic deep edge computing architecture in section III. Then, in section V-B, we define the proposed reliability-aware service placement solution RF2 (Reliability-Aware First Fit), followed by the novel genetic service placement technique, RAP-G (Reliability-Aware service Placement with Genetic algorithm) in section IV. In section V the performances of the two solutions are studied. Finally, in section VI, we conclude our work and present some future works.
II. RELATED WORKS

Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) is a key research issue in the field of network virtualization. To sum up, a virtual network consists on a set of virtual nodes and links that, depending on the provided services, requires a certain amount of computational and networking resources. VNE consists then on a node-to-node and link-to-path mapping from the virtual network to the substrate physical network considering the latter capacities.

VNE has been extensively studied for more than a decade. In a survey [4] Fischer et al. list near a hundred of VNE algorithms. Most of works commonly modeled the VNE problem as an optimization problem considering mainly the substrate network resources’ utilization (CPU, storage, bandwidth, etc.). VNE problem is NP-hard, [5] [6] and the proposed algorithms in literature could then be classified in three categories: exact [7], heuristic [8] and meta-heuristic-based algorithms. The exact solutions aim, first of all, to propose optimal VNE for small network instances but also to serve as reference to evaluate heuristic and meta-heuristic solutions.

In [9], Jang et al. formulated the Service Function placement as an MILP problem and proposed a polynomial time algorithm based on linear relaxation and rounding to approximate the optimal solution of the MILP to increase the service capacity and the acceptable flow rate. In [10], Zhong et al. investigated the orchestration of SFCs across multiple data centers with the goal to minimize the overall cost. An ILP model was formulated and a meta-heuristic algorithm. Authors in [11] study the joint problem of service function chain deploying and path selection for bandwidth saving and VNF reuse. They described the problem as a multi-objective and multi-restriction problem, and then a heuristic service function chain deployment algorithm based on reinforcement learning to reduce the average link delay and improve the load balancing. The proposed algorithm place each VNF by considering the network status and the feedback function value. In [15], Fu et al. proposed a deep reinforcement learning-based SFC embedding scheme in NFV-enabled IoT in which complex VNFs are decomposed into smaller virtual network function components (VNFCs) to make more effective decisions. These works differ from each other in term of the considered resources by the optimization algorithm and the targeted objectives (cost, network usage, load balancing, etc.).

Leveraging the edge resources can efficiently elevate meeting the increasingly constrained requirements of IoT services, especially in terms of delay, traffic volume or continuity of service [16]. However, shifting computing to the network edge induces new challenges. Indeed, at the Edge, resources are usually limited and heterogeneous especially when dealing with mobile resources. In such a context, reliability becomes a major issue to consider when placing network services, especially when literature has already investigated the reliability estimation as in [17]. Motivated by it, this paper will design a reliability-aware VNE that take in consideration the heterogeneity and scarceness of resources at the edge.

III. GENERIC ARCHITECTURE FOR DEEP EDGE COMPUTING

In the present section, we present the proposed deep edge computing architecture and expose the reliability-aware service placement problem. As shown in Fig. 1, the deep edge architecture is composed of sensors (e.g., cameras and position sensors), a collection of geographically dispersed DEC clusters, a set of Deep Edge Gateways (DEGs) to ensure connectivity and Cloud service.

Undoubtedly, the edge is characterized by limited available resources, as well as connections and links among them are mostly wireless and/or unreliable. Therefore, since some services in deep edge computing should be placed at the edge level to ensure the required service level agreement (SLA), the service placement should consider resource limitations and link reliability when placing those services. Furthermore, special attention should be given to services that require high reliability when placing and orchestrating them.

The DEC clusters are the backbone of the deep edge system (DES). They host virtual network functions (VNFs) that form service function chains (SFCs) corresponding to network requests. DES consists of two types of DEC clusters. First, Mobile DEC clusters (MoDEC clusters) could be vehicles, smartphones, boats, or any entity that can move. Meanwhile, the second type of FiDEC clusters (Fixed DEC clusters) is fixed and represents On-Site DEC clusters hosted in fixed geographical locations. For example, they could be located in the 5G/B5G core network of an MNO (Mobile Network Operators) or in the data centers of the service providers and their partners.
The DEGs ensure connectivity between MoDECs, FiDECs, and the central Cloud service. To ensure the quality of service (QoS), the DEGs could augment the network with extra network functions. Moreover, either a mesh network or satellite communication could be employed to ensure communication among MoDECs. While we aim for the former, the latter communication type could be used as a last resort. We have suggested a closed loop orchestration system of DeepEdge clusters (FiDECs and MoDECs) to ensure the desired quality of experience (QoE). Furthermore, the cloud orchestration system pulls the execution of greedy resource services toward central clouds to alleviate the overhead on DEGs. For instance, it is more relevant to train the Deep Learning models offline at the central cloud level while propelling the prediction toward the DEGs level.

We consider the set of fixed DEC nodes ($\Phi$), the set of mobile DEC nodes ($\Psi$), and the set of nodes in DEG Getaways ($\Upsilon$) that provide resources for Deep Edge services. The set $\Delta$ represents the set of all nodes in the Deep Edge clusters. In other terms, $\Delta$ represents the substrate network where virtual network functions could be hosted:

$$\Delta = \{n/n \in \Phi \cup \Psi \cup \Upsilon\} \quad (1)$$

In the reliability-aware service placement problem, we focus on the connectivity between the nodes of the substrate network (the elements of $\Delta$). The reliability of the substrate network’s physical links varies due to the different connection technologies and components used to connect nodes among the different clusters. In addition, other link properties (such as the bandwidth) are considered to ensure the required QoS. The substrate network is represented a graph $G_s = (\Delta, \xi, \Omega)$. The set $\xi$ represents the set of physical links that connect the nodes of the set $\Delta$. $\Omega$ represents the set of links properties (in this work, we consider two properties: bandwidth ($w$) and reliability ($l$)). The variable $U^s(n_i, n_j)$ represents the availability of the physical link connecting the node $n_i$ to the node $n_j$. Likewise, the variable $U^w(n_i, n_j)$ represents the available bandwidth in the physical link connecting node $n_i$ to node $n_j$. In the case where $n_i$ and $n_j$ are not directly connected in the substrate network, then $U^s(n_i, n_j) = U^w(n_i, n_j) = 0$.

The virtual network requests (VNRs) are represented through a directed graph $G_v = (\Pi, \Theta, \Lambda)$. The set $\Pi$ symbolizes the set of all virtual network functions (VNFs) belonging to all the VNRs should be placed. $\Theta$ conveys the set of all virtual links in the VNRs to be placed. The placement requirements for the links are specified in $\Lambda$. We consider the bandwidth requirement ($w$) and the reliability ($r$) of the virtual link. Thus, the variable $R^s(v_i, v_j)$ represents the reliability required by the physical path to place the virtual link connecting the virtual network function $v_i$ to the virtual network function $v_j$. Correspondingly, the variable $R^w(v_i, v_j)$ denotes the required available bandwidth in the physical path embedding the virtual link connecting the virtual network function $v_i$ to the virtual network function $v_j$.

**IV. GA-BASED RELIABILITY-AWARE PLACEMENT**

In this section, we present the proposed Genetic Algorithm-based Reliability-Aware Placement solution. In the latter, we consider both the substrate network graph (SNG) properties and the virtual network requests (VNRs) requirements in terms of Service Level Agreement. The proposed RAP-G technique relies on the VLS\_ARRAY shown in Fig. 2, where the requirements and information about different virtual network requests are stored. The VLS\_ARRAY stores for each virtual link, the identifiers of its extremities (source and destination VNFs), the resources (CPU, memory, etc.) required of the VNFs, and the required link SLA (reliability, bandwidth, etc.). Furthermore, for each virtual link, the VLS\_ARRAY mentions the identifier of its VNR. The VLS\_ARRAY is extracted from the graph corresponding to the virtual network requests (Fig. 3). Let consider the three virtual network requests: vnr1 (blue), vnr2 (red), and vnr3 (green). Each virtual network request consists of a set of VNFs and virtual links. In the VLS\_ARRAY, each row corresponds to a virtual link and contains its SLA requirements (required bandwidth and required reliability), the identifiers of its extremities (source and destination), the requirements of each extremity (in terms of the required number of processors and memory amount). In addition, for each virtual link, VLS\_ARRAY specifies to which virtual network request it belongs.

The RAP-G technique maximizes the number of satisfied requests using the genetic algorithm. The genome of RAP-G defines the physical node in the substrate network for each virtual network function, where it will be placed (Fig. 4). The RAP-G technique uses an algorithm generated through several generations to efficiently generate a service placement that maximizes the number of placed services while considering link reliability, bandwidth, and VNFs requirements. In the latter, we mainly consider the number of processors and the amount of memory. According to the deployment context, the RAP-G could be extended to other properties (with tiny modifications) to account for other properties, such as disk storage, link delay, etc.

Let be $n$ the number of VNFs in the VNRs graph. The genetic algorithm RAP-G runs in multiple steps. First, RAP-G generates an initial population $Pop_0$ of size $m$. Then, for each
chromosome $i \in \text{Pop}_0$ in the population, RAP-G specifies for each VNF $f_j$ the physical node from the substrate network where it should be placed ($j \in 1, 2, \ldots, n$). To enhance the reliability of the placement and ensure high availability, RAP-G places the VNFs of the same service (virtual network request) in different physical nodes. However, the placement can host functions from different services. Indeed, as shown in the placement chromosome of Fig. 4, RAP-G placed in each physical node $N_k$ many VNFs belonging to different services.

From a generation $t$ to a generation $t+1$, RAP-G first uses the fitness value of each solution in the population $\text{Pop}_t$ to select a subset using the Top Rank method. Then, in the cross-over phase, for every two parents, A and B (in Top Rank, the fitness value of parent A is greater or equal to the fitness value of B). Then, according to a Bernoulli law $\beta(p, n)$ of a success probability $p$, the son chromosome will copy the placement of the functions of each service $vnr_s$ with a probability of $p$. In the other case, the service will follow the placement of parent B. For instance, after the cross-over, as depicted in Fig. 5, the placement of the second service is copied from parent A. Meanwhile, the placement of the services $vnr_1$ and $vnr_3$ are extracted from parent B with success probability assumed to be $p = 1/3$.

For the mutation phase, RAP-G mutates a certain number of services (corresponding to a mutation rate), such that the mutation is done at the level of the service and not at the virtual network functions levels. Indeed, for each muted service, RAP-G will generate a new random placement that respects the constraint that the VNFs of the same service are placed in different physical nodes from the substrate network. For instance, in the mutation phase of Fig. 5, the VNFs of the service $vnr_3$ are mutated and placed in different locations.

V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In the present section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed reliability-aware service placement technique RAP-G. In the balance of this section, we will start by describing the experimental setup used in the performance evaluation. Then, in section V-B, we present the proposed solution RF2 (Reliability-Aware First Fit), which is a first fit algorithm that considers link reliability. Last but not least, we present and discuss the experimental evaluation results.

A. Experimental setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed techniques, we developed a simulator anointed RASim (Reliability-Aware Simulator). The simulator uses a JSON configuration file that specifies the substrate network and the virtual network specifications. For instance, in the substrate network, we specify the node characteristics, such as processors and RAM amounts, the physical link properties, such as Bandwidth and failure probability, and the network topology (i.e., file name).
RASim simulator generates a graph with the specified network topology and properties based on the earlier information. Likewise, the RASim simulator will use the virtual network specifications to generate its corresponding graph, simulating several virtual network requests with specified requirements for VNFs and links.

B. Reliability-Aware First Fit

The proposed RF2 (Reliability-Aware First Fit) solution considers the substrate network graph (SNG), the set of virtual network requests (VNRs), and the reliability SLA threshold (slaThreshold), which specifies the required service reliability. Algorithm 1 describes the RF2 placement. First, RF2 extracts the properties of the nodes of the substrate network. Then, RF2 tries to satisfy all the requests present in the VNRs requests on a one-by-one basis.

For each request i, RF2 extracts the set of VNFs described in the request (VNFsToPlace). For each VNF j in the set VNFsToPlace, RF2 finds the node with enough resources to host the requirement of the VNF j. If one VNF from the set VNFsToPlace could not be placed, the full service i is not placed.

If all the VNFs of the request i could be satisfied (VNFsToPlace = 0), the RF2 technique checks the requirements of the virtual link. The request i is satisfied only all its virtual links could be placed. In this case, the resource allocation is processed for all the VNFs and virtual links within the request i.

Algorithm 1: RF2

Input: SNG: Graph, VNRs: Array, slaThreshold: Number

BEGIN

nodesProps = extractNodesProperties(SNG)//CPU and RAM
for i = 1 To |NumReq| do

VNFsToPlace = VNRs[i].getVNFs()
for each j in VNFsToPlace do

PlacementSol[j] = (NULL, (0, 0) )
end for
for each j in VNFsToPlace do

for each k in nodesProps.keys() do

if nodesProps[k].satisfies(VNRs[i].getReq(j)) then

PlacementSol[j] = (k, (plCpu, plRam) )
VNFsToPlace = VNFsToPlace - 1
nodesProps.exclude(k)
break
end if
end for
end for
if VNFsToPlace = 0 then
placementVLs = False
isVLsPlaced = placeVLs(VNRs[i], slaThreshold)
if isVLsPlaced then
nbPlacements = nbPlacements + 1
process(PlacementSol[i])
end if
end if
END

C. Experimental results

Based on the two graphs (representing the substrate network and the virtual network), the RASim simulator will execute the placement algorithms (RAP-G and RF2) according to the desired setup. We first studied and compared the acceptance rate of the two techniques RAP-G and RF2. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. In these experiments, we considered 30 generations and populations of 100 chromosomes.

In the second step, we studied the behavior of the RAP-G technique considering the acceptance rate and the execution time. According to the number of generations, the evolution of the acceptance rate and the execution time of the RAP-G technique are shown in Fig. 8 and 9, respectively. In addition, the evolution of the execution time is according to the number of virtual network requests.

As shown in Fig. 6, the acceptance rate of the proposed RAP-G technique is better than the first fit RF2 technique. In addition, with the augmentation of the number of the requested services, the acceptance rate decreases due to network saturation. However, the proposed RAP-G technique is better than the first fit RF2 one. Considering ten service requests and different failure probabilities for the substrate network, Fig. 7 shows the ability of RAP-G to deal with the failures while having a higher acceptance rate.

The RAP-G technique enhances the quality of the placements when the number of generations and the population size increase (Fig. 8). However, the execution times increase with the augmentation of the number of generations, the population
size, and the number of requests, as shown in Fig. 9 and 10, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In the present work, we suggested RAP-G, a novel genetic algorithm for reliable distributed service orchestration to reduce the latency in Deep Edge Computing. The proposed RAP-G algorithm was compared to a variant of the First Fit Algorithm, namely RF2 (Reliability-Aware First Fit). Experimental results demonstrate that RAP-G outperforms the RF2 algorithm. In future work, we will use Machine Learning to ensure dynamic service placement.
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